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Abstract—Direct measurements of the real world are typically
expensive and time-consuming. Recent studies have revealed
the promising quick alternative where real-world characteristics
are indirectly estimated based on data readily available in the
Internet. Such methods for indirect virtual-world estimation of
real-world properties rely on the implicit hypothesis that the
estimation accuracy depends on how extensively the Internet
penetrates into the real world. Our paper makes the first step
towards validating this hypothesis. We adopt a simple statistical
model to quantify the relationship between an index of consumer
prices and online searches for respective categories of goods and
services across 19 countries. We also show how the strength
of this relationship depends on Internet-penetration and other
socioeconomic variables.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Collection of reliable data about a real-world phenomenon
can take significant amounts of time and resources. While
useful for medical practice, social policy, and other important applications, data collection via health surveys, opinion
polls, market studies, and government censuses generally puts
humans in the loop, causing delays and increasing costs. Is
there an alternative to such costly slow methods?
The Internet has grown into a global virtual infrastructure
that produces and stores vast information about the real world.
Banking, shopping, entertainment, and social networking are
increasingly done online, and data related to these virtualworld activities are recorded in various repositories. Can the
virtual-world activity information be useful for measuring the
real world?
A number of studies have successfully utilized onlineactivity data to indirectly estimate properties of real-world phenomena. While Google became the dominant search engine in
many countries, Google Trends is an online service that reports
popularity of various terms in Google searches [1]. Scientists
employed Google Trends to track disease outbreaks [2], software engineering practices [3], stock market fluctuations [4],
unemployment benefit claims, travel, car, and home sales [5],
private consumption [6], as well as correlation between GDP
(gross domestic product) and future user interests [7]. Also,
data from Twitter, a social-networking and microblogging
service [8], were used to estimate stock market dynamics [9],
[10].
The success of the indirect estimation approach depends
on how closely the real-world phenomenon and virtual-world
activity are correlated. For example, the intensity of Google

queries about a particular travel destination is shown to be
closely related with how popular the travel destination is in
reality [5]. Hence, the real-world travel can be accurately
estimated based on the respective virtual-world search data
from Google Trends.
In estimating a real-world phenomenon with online-activity
data, there is an implicit hypothesis that the estimation accuracy is related to how extensively the Internet penetrates into
the real world [11]–[13]. The intuition behind this previously
not studied hypothesis is that for the real-world phenomenon
and virtual-world activity to be strongly correlated, the online
activity should not only be of a sufficiently relevant kind but
also involve a sufficiently large number of users. Conversely,
when the Internet penetration is shallow, the online-activity
data are unlikely to reflect the real-world phenomenon accurately. Meanwhile, the Internet penetration is greatly uneven
around the world, e.g., the population percentage using the
Internet in 2011 varied from 0.3% in Sierra Leone to 95% in
Iceland [14].
In this paper, we make the first step towards validating the
hypothesis that the accuracy of estimating the real with the
virtual depends on the Internet penetration. In our statistical
analysis, the estimated real-world phenomenon is consumer
prices, as represented by their harmonized indices from Eurostat [15], and the estimating online-activity data are results
from Google Trends for respective categories of consumed
goods and services. The study has both geographical and
historical dimensions: the data cover 19 countries from 2005
to 2011. We also show how the estimation accuracy depends
on Internet-penetration measures, such as the broadbandpenetration rate and Internet-access frequency [13], and other
socioeconomic variables. The main contributions of this paper
are as follows:
•

•

•

We are the first to study the hypothesis that the accuracy of real-world phenomena with online-activity data
depends on the Internet penetration into the real world.
Our statistical analysis covers 19 countries over 7 years
and considers Internet-penetration indicators and auxiliary socioeconomic variables.
We show that, while not particularly strong, the relationship between the estimation accuracy and Internet
penetration is tangible, with a potential to strengthen the
relationship by accounting for additional factors.
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Fig. 1: Dynamics of consumer-price indices, the real-world
phenomenon data in our study
The rest of this paper has the following structure. Section II
presents the data used in our study. Section III reports the
evaluation methodology and results. Section IV reviews related
work. Section V outlines directions for future work. Finally,
section VI concludes the paper with a summary.
II. DATA
Our investigation into the relationship between the estimation accuracy and Internet penetration involves real-world,
online-activity, Internet-penetration, and auxiliary socioeconomic data. These 4 sets of data are presented in Sections II-A,
II-B, II-C, and II-D respectively.
A. Real-world phenomenon data
The major constraint in choosing a real-world phenomenon
for our study is availability of periodic high-quality data for the
phenomenon across multiple countries. After considering IMF
(International Monetary Fund), WB (World Bank), UN (United
Nations), OECD (Organisation for Economic Co-operation
and Development), Eurostat, which is the statistical office of
the EU (European Union) [15], and other sources of crosscountry data, we select consumer prices as the studied realworld phenomenon, with the respective data provided by Eurostat’s HICPs (Harmonized Indices of Consumer Prices) [16].
HICPs are comparable economic indicators of price stability
for consumer goods and services acquired by households. To
harmonize the prices paid by households for the goods and
services, the index computations use weights that account for
different expenditures in different categories. Eurostat reports
HICPs at the monthly granularity for the EU countries, Turkey,
and USA. The legend box in Figure 1 lists the 19 countries

Category number

Category name

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Arts or Entertainment
Autos or Vehicles
Beauty or Fitness
Books or Literature
Business or Industrial
Computers or Electronics
Finance
Food or Drink
Games
Health
Hobbies or Leisure
Home or Garden
Internet or Telecom
Jobs or Education
Law or Government
News
Online Communities
People or Society
Pets or Animals
Real Estate
Reference
Science
Shopping
Sports
Travel

TABLE I: Utilized categories of Google Trends results, the
online-activity data in our analysis

included in our analysis. The figure depicts the dynamics of
HICPs over the period from 2004 to 2012. While the price
indices exhibit inflationary patterns in all considered countries,
the inflation is the steepest in Hungary and Turkey.
B. Online-activity data
Because the willingness of consumers to buy goods and
services is correlated with Google queries for the products [6],
we employ cross-country results from Google Trends [1] as the
online-activity data in our study. This Google service reports
on relative popularity of terms in Google searches. Negative
values for a term in Google Trends mean its popularity
decreases in comparison to other searches. For some countries,
Google Trends divides its weekly data into 25 categories
related to consumer goods and services. Table I shows these
25 categories. While Google Trends reports both actual data
and forecasts, our analysis relies only on the actual data for the
25 categories. We aggregate the online-activity data from their
original weekly granularity to the monthly resolution, i.e., to
the same temporal granularity as our real-world phenomenon
data. Figure 2 depicts the dynamics of the used online-activity
data.
C. Internet-penetration data
The notion of Internet penetration is broad and quantified
via a number of diverse metrics [11]–[13]. Public sources
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harmonized and thus lend themselves readily for our analytical
purposes. Table II presents the Internet-penetration metrics
from the used Eurostat data set. The metric names, e.g.,
isoc tc broad, are kept the same as originally assigned by
Eurostat. Additional details about the Eurostat Information
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available in [18] and [19].
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To examine whether other socioeconomic factors affect the
relationship between the consumer prices and online-activity
data, we consider such additional properties as the population
age, educational level, and wealth, which are commonly used
to understand Internet penetration. To obtain the auxiliary
data, we again benefit from Eurostat. Table III defines the 4
used auxiliary Eurostat metrics: demo pjanind, demo pjan,
educ ipart s, and nama aux gph. Our last auxiliary variable
search engine comes from a different source, a public webanalysis service [20]. This variable measures the percentage
of Internet users relying on Google as their search engine.
The time series for the metric start in 2008 and are depicted
in figure 3. The search engine variable tracks the representativeness of Google as the main search engine. The metric
is relevant to our study because our online-activity data come
from Google Trends. Note that Google is neither the only
search engine nor dominant in every country, e.g., Yandex [21]
dominates Google in Russia [22]. On the other hand, except
for the United States and Slovenia, at least 90% of Internet
users in the considered countries use Google for web search.
III. E VALUATION
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Fig. 2: Dynamics of the the online-activity data
for Internet-penetration data are also diverse. WB offers data
on the number of Internet users for most of the world
countries from early 1990s [17]. Internet-usage information
is also available from the ITU (International Telecommunication Union) World Telecommunication database [14]. We
choose Eurostat [15] because it provides a rich data set with
many different variables covering a wide range of Internet-

Time-series models are common for predicting real-world
phenomena with online-activity data [5], [9]. While linear
regressions are prone to the endogeneity problem that undermines their predictive power, time-series analyses are excellent
for forecasting and do not explicitly deal with underlying
causes. In our econometric model, we use VAR (Vector Autoregression) to capture the linear interdependencies among the
time series for the considered countries and predict HICPs yt
at time t with exogenous Google Trends inputs xt−i estimated
with OLS (Ordinary Least Squares):
yt = C +

n
�

Ai xt−i + εt

(1)

i=1

where t = 1, . . . , T with T representing the length of the time
series, i is a lag of the autoregressive order, n denotes the
maximum lag, C and Ai are the intercept vector and parameter
matrix respectively, and εt refers to the vector of disturbances.
Because we aim at result comparability, our selection of the
VAR method over more complex techniques, such as ARIMA
(AutoRegressive Integrated Moving Average), is for reducing
potential bias in the model choice according to the Akaike
information criterion (AIC).

Variable number

Variable name

Variable description

1

isoc tc broad

2
3
4
5

isoc
isoc
isoc
isoc

Broadband penetration rate: the number of dedicated connections with a capacity equal
to or higher than 144 Kbps per 100 inhabitants
Number of households with Internet access
Percentage of individuals using the Internet in the last 12 months
Percentage of individuals using the Internet at least once a week
Online banking indicator: the percentage of individuals using online banking

ci in h
ci ifp iu
bde15cua
bde15cbc

TABLE II: Internet-penetration metrics
Variable number

Variable name

Variable description

1
2
3

demo pjan
demo pjanind
educ ipart s

4
5

nama aux gph
search engine

Total population
Median age of the population
Students at ISCED (International Standard Classification of Education) level 3 (upper
and secondary education) as a percentage of the total number of students
GDP per capita
Percentage of Internet users relying on Google as their search engine
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B. Estimation accuracy
To measure the estimation accuracy, we look for a scale-free
metric that enables comparisons of the results across different
countries. Fulfilling this goal, we select an accuracy metric
based on MASE (Mean Absolute Scaled Error) that uses a
random walk over the T -element time series for the fitted data
to scale error et at time t [23]. Specifically, we define the
estimation accuracy as a negation of MASE so that a more
accurate estimate corresponds to a larger value of the metric:

1
T −1

T
�

|et |

i=2

|yi − yi−1 |




.


(2)

The accuracy metric is well-defined and finite (except in
the irrelevant case where all observations are equal). It takes
non-positive values with 0 denoting the completely accurate
estimate. When the prediction is more accurate than the
benchmark, the metric value exceeds −1.
While other metrics of estimation accuracy exist, they can
give infinite or undefined values in commonly occurring situations [23]. More importantly, these metrics do not effectively
support our need to compare results across different models.
Whereas we also consider an alternative MASE-based metric,
this paper does not report the respective results because they
are qualitatively similar.
C. Methodology
In our estimation of the real with the virtual via equation 1,
the dimensions of the used C and Ai (i.e., intercept vector and
parameter matrix) are respectively 19 and 19 × 25. To keep
the computations simple, we limit the maximum lag of the
autoregressive order to n = 1. For each considered country, we
estimate a model for the standardized data from 2005 to 2011,
i.e., all years with complete data availability. We conduct such
estimation with the R-CRAN statistical software [24] and, in
particular, its EvalEst [25] and DSE [26] packages. Unlike the
prior work on estimating real-world phenomena with onlineactivity data, our approach does not focus on maximizing the
estimation accuracy. Instead, we emphasize result comparability and do all estimations in the same statistical model that
includes all the online-activity variables.
To study how the estimation accuracy is correlated with
Internet-penetration and auxiliary variables, we again rely on

(Intercept)
nama aux gph
educ ipart s
demo pjanind
demo pjan
search engine
R2
Adjusted R2
Number of observations

accuracy

isoc ci in h

isoc tc broad

isoc ci ifp iu

isoc bde15cbc

isoc bde15cua

-338.91 ***
(87.58)
1 · 10−3 ***
(4 · 10−3 )
0.26
(0.26)
7.26 ***
(1.07)
8.68 · 10−8
(1.3 · 10−7 )
-0.11
(0.73)

-39.30 **
(18.97)
4 · 10−7 ***
(4 · 10−1 )
-0.06
(0.09)
2.08 ***
(0.42)
−1.86 · 10−8
(4.77 · 10−8 )

-97.58 ***
(19.01)
4 · 10−3 ***
(4 · 10−1 )
0.14 **
(0.05)
2.57 ***
(0.43)
−5.82 · 10−8 *
(2.99 · 10−8 )

-33.55 *
(19.70)
4 · 10−7 ***
(4 · 10−1 )
-0.02
(0.09)
2.04 ***
(0.41)
−2.28 · 10−8
(4.80 · 10−8 )

-41.81 **
(20.95)
4 · 10−7 ***
(4 · 10−1 )
-0.08
(0.10)
1.46 ***
(0.46)
−2.96 · 10−8
(5.40 · 10−8 )

-102.29 ***
(34.18)
4 · 10−8 ***
(4 · 10−1 )
0.09
(0.11)
3.46 ***
(0.78)
−1.15 · 10−7 **
(5.56 · 10−8 )

0.64
0.5711
54

0.53
0.5123
114

0.35
0.3361
109

0.51
0.4921
112

0.46
0.4466
111

0.43
0.4181
108
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terms in the model. Both R2 and adjusted R2 take values
between 0 and 1, with 1 indicating a good fit of the regression
and data. The metrics can be interpreted as the percentage of
the explained variable that the model explains. Additionally,
we employ p-values to judge whether the coefficients of the
explanatory variables are significant [27]. The p-test checks the
hypothesis that each coefficient differs from 0. We consider pvalues below 0.01, which corresponds to the significance levels
between 90% and 99%. These are the levels where a variable
is typically considered statistically significant.
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TABLE IV: Explanation of the accuracy and Internet-penetration variables with the auxiliary socioeconomic factors
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Fig. 4: Estimation accuracy for the considered countries
regression techniques. The techniques use pooled OLS and
data from all considered countries and years:
yjt = γ + βxjt + ujt

(3)

where j refers to a country, t denotes time, y is the explained
variable, x is the vector of explanatory variables, γ is an
intercept, β represents the vector of estimated coefficients, and
ujt is the error term.
We capture the correlation between the compared variables
by reporting the estimated coefficients and R2 , the coefficient
of determination [27]. Also, we use an additional metric of
adjusted R2 that adjusts R2 for the number of explanatory

First, we evaluate the estimation accuracy for each of the
19 studied countries over the 2005-2011 period. Figure 4 plots
accuracy for every year within this period. All the observed
values are substantially below −1. Whereas the estimation accuracy is generally low, the accuracy varies dramatically from
country to country. The accuracy is the lowest in Turkey and
the highest in Germany. In general, West European countries
tend to have higher accuracy than countries in the European
East and South. The accuracy in the United States is lower as
well. In the temporal dimension, the accuracy tends to increase
in countries where it is higher. Interestingly, the tendency is
opposite in countries where the accuracy is lower: accuracy
tends to decrease there.
After quantifying the estimation accuracy, we examine how
accuracy relates to our five Internet-penetration variables:
isoc tc broad, isoc ci in h, isoc ci ifp iu, isoc bde15cua,
and isoc bde15cbc. The study is done by regressing the
accuracy and Internet-penetration variables with the auxiliary
indicators of the per-capita GDP (nama aux gph), education
level (educ ipart s), median population age (demo pjanind),
total population (demo pjan). The regression for accuracy
also considers the Google usage (search engine).
Table IV sums up the numerical results of these 6 regressions, with the table rows and columns representing respec-

accuracy

accuracy
(Intercept)

-574.83 ***
(141.87)
20.41 ***
(6.09)
-0.25 **
(0.10)
1.1 · 10−3 *
(4 · 10−6 )
0.23
(0.79)

isoc ci in h
isoc ci in h2
isoc ci in h3
search engine
R2
Adjusted R2
Number of observations

0.55
0.51
67

(Intercept)

-1021.03 ***
(239.94)
41.46 ***
(10.64)
-0.57 ***
(0.16)
0.26 ***
(4 · 10−8 )
0.08
(0.81)

isoc ci ifp iu
isoc ci ifp iu2
isoc ci ifp iu3
search engine
R2
Adjusted R2
Number of observations

(a)

-63.47
(65.05)
0.98 **
(0.39)
0.21
(0.67)

isoc tc broad
search engine
R2
Adjusted R2
Number of observations
(d)

0.09
0.09
64

(Intercept)

-227.73 ***
(77.20)
12.85 ***
(1.83)
-0.27 ***
(0.04)
0.18 ***
(4 · 10−8 )
0.31
(0.73)

isoc bde15cbc
isoc bde15cbc2
isoc bde15cbc3
search engine
R2
Adjusted R2
Number of observations

0.62
0.58
66

(c)

(b)

accuracy
(Intercept)

0.52
0.48
67

accuracy

accuracy
(Intercept)

-56.79
(67.31)
0.31
(0.20)
0.18
(0.69)

isoc bde15cua
search engine
R2
Adjusted R2
Number of observations

0.04
0.04
64

(e)

TABLE V: Explanation of the estimation accuracy with the Internet-penetration variables
tively the explanatory and explained variables. The numerical
values in a table cell denote the coefficient value and (in
parentheses) standard error. We identify the statistical significance of the variable with the star notation: 1, 2, and 3
stars denote respectively the confidence level of 90%, 95%
and 99%. In general, the results show that accuracy and
Internet-penetration variables behave similarly with respect
to the auxiliary indicators: the socioeconomic variables that
are significant for the Internet-penetration measures are also
significant for the estimation accuracy; the coefficients have
the same sign and similar values; the overall explanatory power
of the models is comparable.
Zooming in on specific explanatory variables, we see that
the per-capita GDP and median population age are significant
in all cases and appear with the positive sign, i.e., the estimation accuracy and Internet penetration are higher for richer
and older populations. Education is only significant for the
broadband-penetration metric and has the expected positive
sign. The total population offers little explanatory power in
the considered models. This auxiliary variable is significant
in explaining only the broadband-penetration rate and appears
with a very small coefficient. R2 ranges from 0.39 for the
broadband-penetration metric to 0.64 for accuracy. The values
for R2 and adjusted R2 remain consistently close to each

other, implying that the models do not include unnecessary
variables.
To directly explore the relationship between the estimation accuracy and Internet penetration, we conduct 5 pooled
OLS regressions for accuracy where different subsets of
the Internet-penetration measures serve as the explanatory
variables. Table V shows results for these 5 regressions and
supports a general conclusion that while the estimation accuracy and Internet-penetration variables are certainly related,
the relationship is not particularly strong.
In regard to specific Internet-penetration metrics, the number of households with Internet access (isoc ci in h) and
Internet usage in the last 12 months (isoc ci ifp iu) have
the largest correlation with accuracy. Using a third-order
polynomial to exploit their explanatory power, we are able
to explain more than a half of the data, i.e., R2 � 0.5. As
expected, the signs are positive for the first-order polynomial
and negative for the quadratic form of the variable. This reveals
the typical decreasing returns for the explanatory power of
the variable. The broadband-penetration rate (isoc tc broad)
and Internet usage once a week (isoc bde15cua) are weakly
related with the estimation accuracy.
Due to the recent emergence of new Internet access alternatives such as mobile access technologies, the poor predictive

accuracy
(Intercept)
isoc ci ifp iu
search engine
isoc bde15cbc
isoc ci in h
isoc ci ifp iu2
search engine2
isoc bde15cbc2
isoc ci ifp iu×search engine
search engine×isoc bde15cbc
search engine×isoc ci in h
isoc ci ifp iu2 × search engine2
search engine2 × isoc bde15cbc2
isoc ci ifp iu×isoc bde15cbc
isoc bde15cbc×isoc ci in h
R2
Adjusted R2
Number of observations

20371.17 ***
(4618.75)
-276.39 **
(131.17)
-268.64 ***
(63.25)
-192.33 **
(72.43)
-117.15 **
(44.92)
1.60 ***
(0.46)
0.56 ***
(0.18)
0.35
(0.34)
3.06 **
(1.34)
1.93 **
(0.73)
1.15 **
(0.45)
−4 · 10−2 ***
(4.82 · 10−6 )
−4 · 10−1
(3.72 ·10−5 )
0.07
(0.15)
0.18 ***
(0.05)
0.84
0.79
66

TABLE VI: Explanation of the estimation accuracy with the
expanded set of variables

power of the broadband-penetration rate is not surprising. In
contrast, the Internet usage in the last 12 months is a metric
that covers all Internet access methods, and its correlation with
the estimation accuracy is much stronger. The observation that
accuracy is much stronger correlated with the total Internet
user population (isoc ci ifp iu) than with the user group that
accesses the Internet frequently (isoc bde15cua) makes sense
because the price indices of real-world consumption are closer
related to the overall number of consumers/users, rather than
to the size of a particular group.
Taking a closer look at those variables that performed
better in the previously examined regressions of accuracy.
Table VI presents the main results for a pooled regression
with such explanatory variables. Surprisingly, the individual
Internet-penetration metrics appear as strongly significant but
with the negative sign. The positive sign of the quadratic
form suggests that this effect has a decreasing tendency. Also,
the negative sign is reversed when we look at interaction

variables, i.e., products of the variables. The sign reversal
also occurs with the quadratic interaction variables, denoting
again that the contribution of the variable decreases as the
variable increases. A general message of table VI is that
while Internet penetration alone does not have an especially
strong correlation with the estimation accuracy, accounting for
additional factors can strengthen the relationship. For example,
whereas isoc ci ifp iu and isoc bde15cbc (online banking)
affect the estimation accuracy negatively when considered independently, the product of isoc ci ifp iu and isoc bde15cbc
has a significant positive effect, and the model accounting
for their interaction is able to explain 75% of the estimation
accuracy.
IV. R ELATED W ORK
In 2005, [28] unveiled the potential of online-activity
data for estimation of real-world phenomena. Assuming that
queries in web search engines reflect “needs, wants and interests”, [28] used search-engine keywords to estimate the number of unemployed workers in the United States. Subsequently,
data from search engines and social-media services, such as
Twitter, became common means for estimating a wide variety
of real-world properties, e.g., stock market fluctuations [9],
[10] and geographical presence of Mexican drug cartels [29].
After [5] championed Google Trends [1] as a general tool
for estimation of socioeconomic statistics, researchers have
used Google Trends to estimate disease outbreaks [2], software engineering practices [3], stock market fluctuations [4],
unemployment benefit claims, travel, car, and home sales [5],
private consumption [6], as well as correlation between GDP
and future interests of Internet users [7].
Despite the success stories, online-activity data are not
necessarily representative of real-world phenomena in general.
Also, a specific usage of the Internet can be only weakly
related to the estimated phenomenon. For instance, movie boxoffice estimations with Twitter data were found to be of a poor
quality unless combined with data from movie-rating websites
such as IMDb [30]. In the context of our study, Internet
users do not necessarily represent well the general consumers
characterized by HICPs. In comparison with Twitter, Google
Trends is more likely to capture a larger and more general
group of users and thus partially avoids this problem [30].
While our estimation-accuracy metric is based on MASE,
there exist other measures of estimation accuracy, e.g., RMSE
(Root Mean Squared Error) or MAE (Mean Absolute Error) [5]. These alternatives suffer from well-known drawbacks,
e.g., RMSE and MAE are not scale-free measures, leading to
potential inaccuracies in comparisons [23].
V. F UTURE WORK
A natural future extension for our work is to examine more
countries over longer time intervals. While Google Trends
provides weekly 25-category data for the considered countries,
such category-specific data are unavailable for some countries,
especially for developing ones. This is unfortunate because
considering both developed and developing countries is likely

to yield better insights into the relationship between the
estimation accuracy and Internet penetration.
Another direction for future work is to utilize more sophisticated statistical techniques, including advanced machine learning algorithms, to increase the estimation accuracy, especially
at the level of individual countries. For example, it is worth
to explore Monte Carlo methods with different combinations
of Google Trend categories and lag structures. Note though
that the overall goal for our work is not to develop the most
accurate estimation of a real-world phenomenon with onlineactivity data but to understand how strongly the estimation
accuracy and Internet penetration are correlated.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
A number of recent studies have used online-activity data,
e.g., from Google searches or Twitter social networking, to
estimate real-world phenomena such as consumption of goods
and services. In this paper, we tested the implicit hypothesis
of the previous studies that the accuracy of such estimations is
correlated with Internet penetration. Our statistical evaluation
used consumer prices (Eurostat’s HICPs) as the estimated realworld phenomenon, and Google Trends for the corresponding
online-activity data. The data covered 19 countries and 25
categories that captured the willingness of consumers to buy
goods and services.
In the geographical dimension, we showed that West European countries tended to have a higher estimation accuracy
than countries in the European East and South. In the historical
dimension, while the estimation accuracy tended to increase
in countries where it was higher, the tendency was opposite
in countries where the estimation accuracy was lower. Our
results revealed that the estimation accuracy and Internetpenetration variables behaved similarly with respect to the
auxiliary socioeconomic indicators, e.g., the estimation accuracy and Internet penetration were higher for richer and older
populations. Overall, we showed that the correlation between
the estimation accuracy and Internet penetration was tangible
but not especially strong, with a potential to strengthen the
relationship by accounting for additional factors. The insufficiently strong correlation undermined one of the original
ambitions of our work: if the correlation were strong, the
estimation accuracy could be used as a new metric of Internet
penetration. Future extensions of the work with different
choices of data and statistical methods might bring this intent
closer to fruition.
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